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1981 Burro Assembly Manual 
 

Editor note: I do not know if this is the complete version of the manual distributed by the Minnesota 
manufacturer. This version is an exact copy of what was found inside a 1981 13ft. Burro Kit by me, with 
the following exceptions:  (Edited by M. Leski) 

1.) I transcribed pages that are typed for brevity. 
2.) The Burro pictured is the one in which this manual was found. 
3.)  This manual includes additional documents found inside trailer. 

 
 

Thank you for buying what we believe is the 
best trailer of its kind on the market today. 
The Burro assembly manual was made in its 
present form because we hope that pictures 
will explain better than words can confuse. 

We acknowledge that this manual may have 
its faults in its present form and we will 
gladly accept comments and criticism from 
its readers, our new customers. We want you 
to give us feedback so that future editions of 

our Burro manual will better reflect what the do-it-yourself kit buying public expects to 
see in a good instruction manual for a product of this kind. 

 

Tools needed to assemble your Kit 
 Phillips and slotted screwdrivers 
 Hacksaw 

 Utility knife 
 Tube cutter and flare tool 3/8" 

copper tubing 

 Caulking gun and Silicone caulk 
 Tape measure and straight edge 

 Drill bits for pilot hole drilling 

 Electric drill 
 Mill file 

 Wire stripper and crimper tool 
 Ice pick 

 Countersink bit 

 Chisel blade stiff putty knife 
 Saber saw 

 

You may find it easiest to assemble in this order: 
Vent, 12 volt system, 110 volt system, ceiling carpet, stove, sink, pump, water supply, ice 
box, cupboards, Chesterfield bunk, rug, threshold, table, curtains, wood covers, cushions, 
closet rod, and a supply of campground information. 
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Helpful Hints for your Burro Kit 
 

In essence this kit is easy to finish off by yourself. We would remind you to work 
carefully and use the proper tools for each step. While assembling this kit please 
remember safety first always pays off.  

Check all gas line connections for leaks with soap solution. Flare the tube after the flare 
nut is over it. Sometimes the manifold nut on the stove needs tightening. After all holes in 
floor are drilled, silicone around them. Gas line hole ¾", electric feed harness 12 volt 5/8" 
hole, Ice box drain hole ½" 12 gal. Water tank drain hole 5/8".  

Your 12-volt wire harness can be kept off the floor by using some silicone to attach it up 
on the walls. Use masking tape to keep it up until the silicone sets up. Install the icebox 
after the stove to facilitate bending of the copper 3/8" tube. Use an old spring or a wire 
tube bender to keep from kinking the tubing. Keep both hands on the spring or bender 
while bending the tubing. 

Essentially your Burro has a finished interior (when you pick up your kit or have it 
delivered). The ceiling trim, which you install yourself, is part of the kit. There may be 
occasional resin spattering on the interior surface, which can be removed with a stiff 
blade chisel type putty knife. Most stores have them. Be careful not to gouge the surface 
and work the blade along slowly. 

Acetone should be used to help with any clean up problems but be very careful with its 
use as it is highly flammable and its vapors can be very dangerous. Read and follow the 
manufacturers directions for its use. 

A good idea is to apply a quality grade of marine type fiberglass boat wax to the outside 
of your Burro each year. It will enhance its beauty and prolong its “like new” appearance 
and resistance to the elements. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Burro Fiberglass Travel Trailer 14143 21st Ave. No. Plymouth, MN 55441. 
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To add receptacles 
there are two 
additional connectors 
on the back of the 
main dual receptacle. 
The ground cable is 
fastened to the ground 
strip inside the power 
supply box. The three-
foot lead supplied is 
fastened to a body bolt 
directly beneath 
receptacle box on 
coach floor. The 
ground lug is installed. 
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Sink Drain System 

 

Instructions for installing 812-00 Water Tank Kit 
1. Strap tank to floor of vehicle in area desired. 
2. Drill 1 ¼ " hole in side of vehicle near area where tank has been installed and 

mount plastic water fill cap. 
3. Connect 1 ¼" fill hose to barb of fill cap and tank. 
4. Connect ½" O.D. plastic tubing to pump and tank. Pump not included with kit. 

Water tank kit is now ready for use. 
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